
Tuesday 

Today you are going to write a dialogue (conversation) between the doll and Edward. In this 

conversation the two of them are going to talk about the different places they’ve been and 

the different owners they’ve had.  

You have your notes you made about the doll from yesterday and here is a refresher for you 

of all the people and places Edward has been: 

1. Abilene, lived in a beautiful house on Egypt Street. Name- Edward 

2. Bottom of the ocean for a long time. Name- Edward 

3. Lived with Nellie and Lawrence, the fisherman in a small house. Name- Susanna 

4. Thrown out to the dump, was buried under rubbish for months. 

5. Found by Lucy the dog and Bull, they travelled around. Name- Malone. 

6. Separated from Bull and Lucy and found by a mean old woman. She made him into a 

scarecrow. Name- Clyde. 

7. Rescued by Bryce and taken to his little sister, Sarah Ruth. They lived in a little 

wooden shack. Name- Jangles. 

8. Bryce took Edward to Memphis where he was broken in a diner by a man called 

Neal. 

9. Lucius Clarke, doll mender, fixed Edward and put him in his shop. He gave Edward no 

name. 

 

You can either: 

 Write the conversation as a cartoon between the two characters. 

 Write the conversation in full sentences, adding in small bit of extra information, for 

example: 

“I have travelled over the whole of America,” sighed the doll as she shuffled to get 

comfortable on the shelf, “and let me tell you, I have seen some sights!” 

Edward thought for a moment before replying, “Would you like to share these with me? I 

can tell you about my time with all my owners if you’d like.” 

 Put your conversation into a story, adding more context and information about the 

shop.  

 

Here is the link for our inverted commas song. Have a watch before you come to write your 

conversation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoE9ET6CtaI  

 

Enjoy your writing and we’d love to see what you come up with!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoE9ET6CtaI

